
 

shahid kapoor is an Indian actor, who has also done work in music, playback singing and television. he made his film debut with
the film "maine pyar kiya" (1989).He has starred in the films "kabhi alvida na kehna" (2006), "jodha akbar" (2008), "3 idiots"
(2009) and "shanghai" (2009) all of which rank among the highest-grossing Bollywood films of their respective years.

he began singing for other artists in 1998s to garner public attention. He started releasing solo albums starting with rockstar
which was released on 31 July 2011. the songs "Zakhm" and "Gaddi" received critical acclaim. He also became a judge on the
fifth season of the television show Sa Re Ga Ma Pa L'il Champs which aired on Zee TV in 2012. after "shanghai" in 2009 there
were no films announced for shahid kapoor,udta punjab was announced but that film was banned by censor board,so he said in
an interview that: the film will be directed by angrej ali and produced by anand l. rajesh under their banner anand madison
productions . The movie is based on drug abuse and its impact on youth in the punjab Punjabi culture. The film is written by
devendra bhardwaj and rajat simha whereas the dialogue is penned by ajay mishra.the film will feature a cast of shahid kapoor ,
ivy vashisth,jassi irish,aarti chabria . Malgudi Days
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  Some films include: Some films include: It was also announced that he would be playing the main antagonist in "Fukrey",
directed by Sunny Singh. 

He has also acted in some short films. Some short films include: 

'Lucky Laga' was Shahid Kapoor's first international single release of the year. The song is composed by Sachin–Jigar and sung
by himself along Neeti Mohan, with lyrics written by Irshad Kamil. 'Lucky Laga' is produced by T-Series, with music on T-
Series. The song was released on 26 April 2014, with its video released on the same day. The song is based around a positivity
anthem to shake off fear and embrace luck for luck is all about perspective, something which the whole world seems to be
searching for in this day and age. 'Lucky Laga' is a remake of a song originally sung by Italian artist Leoni Nesti, in her 2013
single 'Solo Non Ti Penso'. 'Lucky Laga', which revolves around a man who has been dumped by the girl he loves, is about
standing up and accepting that life is not that easy. Even if you have been unlucky in love, there's still a ray of hope. It's all about
being lucky and happy with what you have. In 2014, Shahid Kapoor was seen in short film "Chitrangada" with Aam Aadmi
Party leader Arvind Kejriwal where he plays a Television Serial Actor named Vicky Kashyap.
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